Chainsaw ignition coil wiring diagram
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correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter roundhead Start
date Mar 28, Mar 28, I am not getting any spark I used a voltmeter and when I pull the rope, there
is no reading. Karl Robbers ArboristSite Operative. Joined May 9, Messages Location
Tennessee. Very simple, Disconnect the kill switch wire, take the plug out of the cylinder and
ground it back to the cylinder and watch it as you quickly pull the starter rope. I will give it a
shot. Mar 24, Old Fart New Member. Karl Robbers said:. Short answer is no, other than to pull
the plug, open the electrode gap a little, earth the plug out to the cylinder and give it a few pulls
while watching for spark. I strongly suggest that you also disconnect the kill wire while doing
this as this can stop spark if there is a wire or switch fault. If you get spark without the kill wire
attached but lose it when you re attach the kill wire this means the kill wire is shorted or the
switch is faulty. It may also pay to check the gap between the module and the flywheel. Failing
all this, it's a new module. It seems that people are in the unit replace mentality more and more
each day. As I on the other hand have very little funds and a lot of time. I looked on this site for
help to test a ignition coil on a chain saw. All of the responses recommended toss it and replace
with new when the person asking just wanted to trouble shoot the problem on the bench. I
thought about it and felt it deserved a lucid response. So here it is. Most if not all small 2 cycle
engines today use a similar ignition system setup. For a simple understandable description, the
module itself contains two coils of wire. On one end of each coil both are grounded together to
the laminate frame that attaches it to the engine block. Of the two coils they are described as a
primary and secondary. The primary obtains the charge when the magnets pass the poles when
starting via pulling on the rope. The charge induced into the primary field is then boosted by the
secondary to create the higher voltage needed to create the spark at the plug. For Bench
Testing : The primary resistance is somewhere between to OHMs between the laminates and the
little kill lug sticking out of the coil. The secondary coil resistance is about to OHMs between the
laminates and the spark plug connector. Now we have that information but lets look a bit deeper
before we discard the module completely as bad. Because I have more time than money and in
a lot of the instances it is a long way from the woods back to civilization sometimes. Check the
spark plug wire for a bad connection. I have discovered that many ignition coils are discarded
because the connector from the plug to the wire has vibrated so much that the connection
becomes intermittent and the resistance get way higher or as you can see it when you test the
secondary by attaching clips from the meter to the laminate and plug connector and gently
bend the plug wire between your fingers and watch the meter resistance jump up and down as
you check from one end to the other of the plug wire for breaks in the wire. Most often it's just
the connector on the plug that needs refitting. I hope this helps the others like me that have
more time than money The Old Fart in Texas. Joined Apr 11, Messages 2, Location Midwest.
Well, you are an old fart, as that only works on older saws that use points or an external trigger.
Heres a sample diagram for a Stihl CDI type coil from the s. US-German A [Bosch]. SteveSr
Addicted to ArboristSite. The newer coils have a PIC microprocessor in them After spending a
career in electronics I was surprised when a Stihl rep showed an unpotted ignition coil
assembly and I recognized the markings on the processor on the printed circuit board to be a
Microchip PIC processor. Joined Jan 2, Messages 2, Location north carolina. Mar 25, Wow, this
is my kind of thread. I just learned some real cool stuff. Thanks to all! Okie Addicted to
ArboristSite. SteveSr said:. Termite Time To Launch. Joined May 11, Messages 1, Location
milltown indiana. I was using one of those testers with a neon light in series with the plug. The
saw would start easy and make one successful cut and then die on the second. With this neon
light I could see the spark stop. When I replaced the plug the problem went away. I will not tell
you all the things I did before replacing the plug. Termite said:. Mar 26, BTW, a neon light would
make a good tester and would be much easier to see than looking for a blue spark while the
plug is sitting exposed on the side of the block Interesting failure The plug would have to go
open circuit for the light not to flash i. I wouldn't think that a shorted plug much more likely
occurrence would NOT kill the coil output completely This would be an interesting test with
your neon light. Tree Freak. Don't know about backpack blowers but on chainsaws the ignition
modules are super cheap for Stihl, much cheaper than buying the equipment to test a module.
Mar 27, You must log in or register to reply here. The chainsaw ignition system is a series of
parts that form a spark when starting the tool engine. In most cases, the ignition system is a
fairly reliable unit, but sometimes, for various reasons, some of its parts fail. The ignition
system of modern chainsaws consists of a list of important details. The main structural

elements are:. The ignition system also includes an ignition coil, chopper and capacitor. The
coil is responsible for turning on the core and the winding of the transformer. Candles in the
design of the nodes consist of a side and central electrodes, an external housing and an
insulator. The circuit breaker and coil winding in the design are connected in series. The
breaker is switched off due to the presence of a cam on the crankshaft of the chainsaw. The
ignition system magneto is located to the left of the crankcase and is secured with a nut and
two studs. In the process of starting the chainsaw with the help of flywheel magnets, a magnetic
field is formed that crosses the coil. Provided that the contacts of the primary winding are in a
closed state, a weak current is generated in the ignition system. If the contacts are in the open
state, then the magnetic field is not formed, which leads to the appearance of high voltage in the
secondary winding. Subsequently, the current is supplied to the candle, which sets fire to the
fuel to start the chainsaw. Quite often, chainsaw owners are faced with a problem in which the
tool engine does not start. One of the main reasons for this failure is the malfunction of the
ignition system, namely, a failure of the factory settings of the unit. First of all, the owner of the
saw will need to unscrew the protective rubber cap and check the candle under it. It is possible
that it is flooded with oil, which prevents the current from entering the candle. In such cases,
the problem lies not in the ignition system, but in the fuel system, namely, in the
depressurization of the channels. However, if the candle is completely dry, it means that you
may need to install the ignition on a chainsaw. To do this, unscrew the candle and dismantle the
protective cover. After this, the clearance between the flywheel and the ignition coil must be
measured. The instructions for each of the chainsaw models indicate the optimal clearance
between these elements. In most cases, it is from 0. Since the flywheel of the tool has a round
shape, it will not be possible to use a car probe to adjust the clearance. It is best to use a
special template in the form of a gasket for this purpose. However, finding it is not so simple.
Therefore, many experts advise using a cut strip from a plastic bottle as a template. Accurately
determine the breakdown of the ignition system of the chainsaw will help a special device. It will
make it possible to determine if there are breakdowns of the coil and other elements of the
assembly. The procedure is as follows:. Table of Contents:. Chainsaws chainsaw , coil , ignition
, stihl , test. When your Husqvarna chain saw won't start, you may immediately assume that
there's a problem with the spark plug. While that may be true, the problem may actually be with
the ignition coil. Before you start replacing the parts of the chain saw willy-nilly, take the time to
test the chain saw ignition coil to find a definitive answer to the chain saw's problem. If the
ignition coil is faulty, simply replace it as repair is not possible. Disconnect the spark plug wire
from the spark plug. To do this, simply pull the boot from the spark plug. Clip the clamp of the
ignition tester to the spark plug. Insert the end of the tester that contains the probe into the
spark plug boot. Try to start the chain saw. Check the test window of the ignition tester to see
whether a spark is visible. If a spark is visible or the machine starts, both the ignition coil and
the spark plug are working properly. Remove the clamp from the spark plug and connect it a
grounded spot on the chain saw such as a bolt when there is no spark or the chain saw doesn't
start during the testing procedure. Pull the chain saw starter cord to attempt to start the chain
saw. Observe the window in the ignition tester during the starting process. If there is a spark
during this process, there is a problem with the spark plug and not the ignition coil. If there is
no spark during this process, the problem is most likely a defective ignition coil. Remove the
screws that hold the outer housing of the chain saw in place. Remove the housing to access the
ignition coil. The ignition coil is located next to the carburetor. Remove the grounding wire from
the ignition coil with a pair of needle-nose pliers. Try to start the chain saw again with the clamp
still clipped to the bolt. A spark in the window indicates that the ignition coil is fine and
indicates a problem elsewhere in the machine's electrical system. No spark tells you that it's
time to replace the ignition coil. Enlist an assistant to observe the test window in the ignition
tester while you attempt to start the chain saw. Avoid touching the ignition tester and electrical
components during the testing process. Doing so can result in an unexpected shock. Amie
Taylor has been a writer since Book reviews, gardening and outdoor lawn equipment repair
articles and short fiction account for a handful of her published works. Taylor gained her
gardening and outdoor equipment repair experience from working in the landscaping and
lawn-care business she and her husband own and operate. By Amie Taylor Updated December
10, Related Articles. Tip Enlist an assistant to observe the test window in the ignition tester
while you attempt to start the chain saw. Warning Avoid touching the ignition tester and
electrical components during the testing process. Most small lawn mowers, chain saws,
trimmers and other small gasoline engines do not need a battery. Instead, they actually
generate the power for the spark plug using a magneto. Magnetos are also used on many small
airplanes for example, the Cessna seen in How Airplanes Work because they are extremely
reliable. The idea behind any ignition system is to generate an extremely high voltage -- on the

order of 20, volts -- at exactly the right time. The voltage causes a spark to jump across the
spark plug's gap, and the spark ignites the fuel in the engine. The magneto is the white block in
the following photo this is the magneto for a chain saw :. The idea behind a magneto is simple.
It is basically an electrical generator that has been tuned to create a periodic high-voltage pulse
rather than continuous current. An electrical generator or a magneto is the reverse of an
electromagnet see How Electromagnets Work for details. In an electromagnet there is a coil of
wire around an iron bar the armature. When you apply current to the electromagnet's coil e. In a
generator, you reverse the process. You move a magnet past the armature to create electric
current in the coil. When the magnets fly past the U-shaped armature, they induce a magnetic
field in the armature. This field induces some small amount of current in the primary and
secondary coil. What we need, however, is extremely high voltage. Therefore, as the magnetic
field in the armature reaches its maximum, a switch in the electronic control unit opens. This
switch breaks the flow of current through the primary coil and causes a voltage spike of
perhaps volts. The secondary coil, having times more turns than the primary coil, amplifies this
voltage to approximately 20, volts, and this voltage feeds to the spark plug. Many riding lawn
mowers do have a battery if they have accessories like headlights and electric start. Even so,
the engine may use a magneto because the magneto is simple and reliable. How does a
magneto work? An armature. In the above magneto, the armature is shaped like a capital "U".
The two ends of the U point toward the flywheel. A primary coil of perhaps turns of thick wire
wrapped around one leg of the U A secondary coil of perhaps 20, turns of very thin wire
wrapped around the primary coil A simple electronic control unit that commonly goes by the
name "electronic ignition" or a set of breaker points and a capacitor A pair of strong permanent
magnets embedded in the engine's flywheel. Cite This! Breaker point ignition systems for most
small air-cooled engine manufacturers have totally disappeared over the last 20 years. In a point
style system, the flywheel magnets rotate past the legs of the ignition armature. The armature
itself is made up of two separate windings of copper wire - the primary and secondary - one
wound on top of the other. Basic physics tells us that when a magnetic field flywheel magnet
cuts through moves past a conductor copper wire , a flow of electrons electricity is created.
However, electron flow only occurs when we have a complete circuit. This means that the points
must be closed. We're also told that the faster the movement between the field and the
conductor, the greater the output. Remember science class in grade school? At one point in
your school career, an enterprising teacher wrapped a length of copper wire around a nail and
hooked the wire ends to a dry cell battery. A handful of paper clips was instantly attracted to the
nail and fell away when the battery was disconnected. Electron flow through a conductor then,
causes a magnetic field. When the points close, electron flow causes a magnetic field to be
created around the primary. This field also envelopes the secondary. The points now open,
break the circuit and collapse the field through the primary. The field caving in on itself is
movement just like the rotating magnetic field of the flywheel. This movement is at speeds
much greater than the flywheel could spin - near the speed of light. The rapidly collapsing field
tears through the secondary winding which has sixty turns of wire for every one turn of the
primary - effectively generating 60 times the voltage created in the primary. Now for the black
box. That is, we replace a mechanical switch with an electronic one. No moving parts, no arcing,
no adjustments and solid state reliability. Now that we've got an idea of how it all works, let's
look at the meat and potatoes of what is required to create a good spark. The flywheel magnet
must generate a sufficient magnetic field to start the chain of events in motion. A fair test is to
hold the flywheel on edge with the magnet facing up. Release the screwdriver. The magnet
should have enough strength to hold the screwdriver straight out. If we pass this test, assume
the magnet is OK. Remember speed is a factor. The engine must be pulled over at a minimum
speed of RPM before the coil will even think about firing. Thick oil on a winter day or a heavy
parasitic load may cause problems. Customers come into play here as well. Shorter or elderly
individuals may not have the leverage or strength required to reach the RPM required to activate
the Magnetron's electronics. The spark plug is a major element of the equation. A new spark
plug may require around 10, volts to jump a. This drops to just 4, when the engine is hot as
electrons are more easily emitted from a hot surface. That's one of the reasons the old vacuum
tubes in radios had to warm up before the radio would work. Electrons are also more easily
emitted from a sharp edge than a round one. A spark plug begins to require more and more
voltage as the edge of the center electrode becomes less defined. The ignition coil is probably
the easiest thing to check and therefore the first thing to check when embarking upon ignition
system troubleshooting. Install the spark tester between the high-tension lead and a good
engine ground. Spin the engine over at least RPM and watch for spark in the tester window. As
simple as it seems, this is a fairly comprehensive test. The tester electrode gap is. Those wise in
the way of electrons have calculated that it takes around 13, volts to jump this gap. We need 10,

to jump the gap on a cold spark plug. Add it all up and we have voltage to spare. As coil
temperature can aggravate minor coil imperfections that normally wouldn't be a factor, the
same test can be done on a warm engine. Engine quits while running? Hook the tester up in line
with the spark plug and start the engine. When the engine quits, monitor the window. If spark is
present, the problem is not in your ignition coil. By the way, this test stresses the coil well
beyond the demand it would see in operation. Think about it. We're asking the coil to build
enough voltage to jump TWO gaps - the tester as well as the plug. If your engine starts and runs
OK cold and hot, you've got a healthy ignition coil. One additional test you can perform. Check
the impedance resistance of the secondary circuit at room temperature. Hook an ohmmeter test
lead to the spark plug terminal of the high-tension lead and another to the lamination stack
ground. Your resistance reading should range between 2, and 5, ohms. If infinite no continuity ,
an internal open circuit exists. Replace the coil. If infinite and the engine runs, your problem is
an internal break of the high tension lead, a poor attachment of the spark plug terminal or
improper mating of the high tension lead to the coil. A pin within the coil body skewers the lead.
If the pin does not contact the wire core, there will be no continuity. The coil will often have
enough available voltage to jump the gap, so you see spark. The internal arcing that occurs
within the high-tension lead will eventually create enough resistance that ignition system
performance will suffer. If your resistance reading is much lower than 2, ohms, an internal short
exists. Now, how about some of those old wives tales that just aren't true. Not true. A magnetic
field does not care about rust. It has no effect on it. Spark color determines virtually nothing.
The hottest spark is ultraviolet which we can't see. Blue spark is cold in comparison to
ultra-violet. Orange and yellow come from particles of sodium in the air ionizing in the high
energy of the spark gap. The ignition coil will only generate enough output to jump the gap of
the plug. When under compression, the plug requires twice the voltage to fire. This check is not
an accurate test of the coil and can be misleading. Well, sort of not true. A wide air gap, say. If
one is suspect, perform the outlined checks exactly as mentioned. That's right, unhook the
ignition grounding lead from the coil itself and use the spark tester. Many a technician is fooled
into replacing a good coil because the coil grounding lead was shorting out against a piece of
sheet metal. DO NOT attach the tester to the spark plug for this test. The engine may start.
Without the grounding lead installed, you won't be able to turn it off. If the coil is properly
grounded to the engine block, engine speed is at least RPM and the flywheel magnets are OK,
there should be spark present in the window of the tester. If not, repeat the test double checking
your procedure. Still no spark? Then and only then, replace the coil. The coil manufacturing
date will usually be within a month of the engine's date code. That's an easy way for you to tell if
the coil has been changed before. We use this information to match returned parts to the engine
noted on a warranty claim as well as for internal tracking. Search this site. Report abuse. Page
details. Page updated. Google Sites. Chainsaw need a checkup? It's time to face the fix.
Whether you are a legendary lumberjack or a weekend woodworker, eReplacementParts. The
ignition coil works with the flywheel to produce the electrical current needed for combustion.
The flywheel has two magnets mounted on it at specified locations. This current is sent to the
spark plug at the precise time it is needed to ignite the air-fuel mixture inside the cylinder. There
are several symptoms of a bad ignition coil: Sometimes, the engine will not start. Sometimes, it
will start and run , but then suddenly turn off. This article provides step-by-step instructions for
replacing the ignition coil on a Poulan chainsaw. Let's get started. Remove top cover. Remove
the 3 screws securing the top cover to the saw. Lift the top cover away from the saw. Remove
the starter assembly. Remove the 4 screws securing the starter assembly to the side of the saw.
Remove the starter assembly from the saw. Disconnect the ignition coil. Remove the spark plug
boot from the spark plug. Use long-nosed pliers to disconnect the wire connector from the
ignition coil. Remove the harness clip. Use long-nosed pliers to pull the metal harness clip away
from the engine. Remove the ignition coil. Remove the front screw securing the ignition coil to
the engine. Note that one of this screw also secures the grounding eyelet to the saw. Remove
the rear screw securing the ignition coil to the engine. Lift the ignition coil away from the saw.
Install the ignition coil. Tuck the wires of the wiring harness into the recess beneath the brake
handle assembly. Partially install the new ignition coil onto the engine. Tuck the spark plug wire
connected to the ignition coil into the recess beneath the brake handle assembly on top of the
harness wires. Thread the front mounting screw through the eyelet on the new ground wire.
Thread the front screw containing the ground wire through the ignition coil and into the engine;
do not yet tighten. Thread the rear screw through the ignition coil and into the engine; do not
yet tighten. Set the ignition air gap. An ignition gapping gauge is recommended to accurately
complete this step. However, if you do not have an ignition gapping gauge measuring. Insert the
ignition gapping gauge between the ignition coil and the flywheel. There are two magnets on the
outside of the flywheel. Rotate the flywheel until these magnets align with the contacts on the

ignition coil. Adjust the position of the ignition coil until the contacts engage the magnets of the
flywheel. Tighten the 2 screws to secure the ignition coil. Connect the ignition wire plastic
connector to the ignition coil. Remove the gapping gauge. Secure the wires. Grasp the wires in
the ignition harness on the flywheel-side of the ignition coil , and gently pull the wires toward
the ignition switch to remove any slack from the coil-side wiring harness. Gently pull the spark
plug wire toward the ignition switch to remove any slack from the coil-side spark plug wire.
Center the segment of heat shielding on the wire harness over the engine cylinder. Tuck the
wire harness into the recess on the engine. Secure the wire harness and the spark plug wire
with the metal clip. Reinstall the starter assembly. Install the starter assembly to the engine. Pull
the starter rope slowly until the flywheel engages the starter assembly. Secure the starter
assembly to the engine with the 4 screws. Reinstall the spark plug boot. Connect the spark plug
boot to the spark plug. Reinstall the top cover. I nstall the top cover onto the saw. Secure the
top cover with the 3 screws. Do-it-yourself repairs like these are easier than you might think:
From lawn machines to cordless drills, kitchen mixers to outdoor grills. Our "how-to" articles
walk you through each repair from start to finish. So, doing-it-yourself means never having to
do it alone. Find your next fix here. We'd love to help you find the one you need. Shop our wide
selection of Chainsaw Parts straight from the ma
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nufacturer and we will have the right fit to you in no time. Join our VIP Email list. Shopping
Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart.
Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Repair Center. Why Read This Article?
Removing the Ignition Coil 1. Remove the top cover. Remove the starter. Installing the New
Ignition Coil 6. Set the gap. Reassembling the Unit 9. Reinstall the starter. Fix Factor: Easy
Duration: minutes Frequency: As necessary Tools Required: Phillip's screwdriver, Torx drivers,
ignition gapping gauge, long-nosed pliers, flat-blade screwdriver Part : Find Official Chainsaw
Parts that Fit. Fixing things makes sense. This article will help you make sense of replacing the
ignition coil on a Poulan chainsaw. Need chainsaw parts? Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has
been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of
Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service.

